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ABSTRACT 


 


The deregulation of agricultural markets in South Africa led to the establishment 


of a futures market for agricultural products, which was opened in January 1995.  


The marketing of Agricultural products act No. 47 of 1996 was passed at the end 


of 1996. The new Marketing of Agricultural Products Act (Act No. 47 of 1996) in 


South Africa has created an environment in which farmers, traders and 


processors are able to react positively to transparent prices that are market 


related.  Agricultural futures markets serve several important functions, such as 


price risk management, price discovery and forward pricing.  


 


Economists around the world have studied vertical and spatial price 


relationships, and the behaviour of price changes in futures markets using 


asymmetry tests.  Price asymmetry results in futures markets have a number of 


important implications.  Firstly, traditional models in time series may be slightly 


biased when forecasting future prices, because they assume price symmetry.  


Secondly, asymmetry results may imply that the weak-form efficient markets 


hypothesis appears to be contradicted, thus indicating that past prices do affect 


current prices and do contain information. Lastly, if persistent asymmetry is found 


in futures markets, market regulators and policy makers may wish to use 


asymmetric information to improve the functioning and stability of futures markets 


through improved price limit and margin policies. Implementing policies 
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accounting for asymmetric behaviour may help avoid market crashes and sudden 


unexpected price adjustments adversely affecting market participants. 


 


This study tests the existence of price asymmetry in South African futures 


markets for white and yellow maize, wheat and sunflower seeds using a dynamic 


price asymmetry model.  The sum of coefficients test and the speed of 


adjustment test are used to determine whether or not prices move up in the same 


fashion as they move down, over daily and weekly data frequencies.  Out of the 


four commodity futures markets studied over varying data frequencies, only daily 


wheat is price asymmetric.  Wheat daily prices respond faster to price decreases 


than to price increases.   


 


The implication of the results is that past prices do affect current prices and 


contain information.  Hence, the weak-form efficient market hypothesis appears 


to be contradicted for wheat futures market.  Another important implication of the 


results is that implementing policies accounting for asymmetric behavior through 


price limit and margin policies will improve the functioning and stability of wheat 


futures market in South Africa. 
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CHAPTER 1 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 


1.1   Background 


 


Futures market is a market in which futures contracts on underlying commodities 


are traded for hedging and speculative purposes. A futures contract is an 


agreement to buy or sell a fixed amount of an underlying commodity of a specific 


quality at a fixed price on a specific future date. Futures markets operate on a 


similar basis to a stock exchange, with commodities or financial instruments 


being traded instead of stocks and shares.  It is important to remember that on 


the stock market one is buying an asset while on the futures market one is 


transferring risks. Futures contracts also apply to financial instrument, the only 


difference being that the underlying commodity is a financial instrument rather 


than an actual commodity such as gold, sugar or maize. 


 


Commodities futures markets have been operational in other parts of the world 


for quite some time and form an integral part of the price setting mechanism for 


certain agricultural commodities in those countries. The deregulation of 


agricultural markets in South Africa led to the establishment of a futures market 


for agricultural products, which was opened in January 1995.  The marketing of 


Agricultural product act No. 47 of 1996 was passed at the end of 1996. It 
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provides for the collection of levies in very exceptional cases, but proposals for 


their utilization need to be fully justified in terms of improved market access, the 


promotion of marketing efficiencies, the optimization of export earnings, and the 


enhancement of the viability of Agricultural sector (National Department of 


Agriculture, 1998). The new Marketing of Agricultural Products Act (Act No. 47 of 


1996) in South Africa has created an environment in which farmers, traders and 


processors are able to react positively to transparent prices which are market 


related (SAFEX, 2004). Agricultural futures markets serve several important 


functions, such as risk management, price discovery and forward pricing 


(Sheldon, 1987).  Futures’ trading is one mechanism for managing the effects of 


price instability resulting from the production, marketing and purchase of a given 


commodity. 


 


1.2   Motivation of the study 


 


Economists around the world have studied vertical and spatial price relationships, 


and the behaviour of price changes in futures markets using asymmetry tests.  


Price asymmetry results in futures markets have a number of important 


implications as outlined by Gravelines and Boyd (1999).  Firstly, traditional 


models in time series may be slightly biased when forecasting future prices, 


because they assume price symmetry.  Secondly, asymmetry results may imply 


that the weak-form efficient markets hypothesis appears to be contradictory, thus 


indicating that past prices do affect current prices and do contain information. 
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Lastly, if persistent asymmetry is found in futures markets, market regulators and 


policy makers may wish to use asymmetric information to improve the functioning 


and stability of futures markets through improved price limit and margin policies.  


Implementing policies accounting for asymmetric behaviour may help avoid 


market crashes and sudden unexpected price adjustments adversely affecting 


market participants. 


 


There is a dearth of published work in South Africa on the performance of futures 


markets for agricultural commodities, probably because the Agricultural 


Marketing Division began trading futures only in mid-1996. Agricultural 


commodities currently being traded at the South African Futures Exchange 


(SAFEX) markets are white and yellow maize, wheat, sunflower seeds and 


soybean, and were introduced in 1996, 1997, 1999, and 2002, respectively 


(SAFEX, 2004). Wiseman et al. (1999) focused on testing the efficiency of the 


South African futures market for white maize. To our knowledge, there is no 


published literature on the asymmetric behaviour of price changes in futures 


markets for agricultural commodities in South Africa. It is not yet known whether 


agricultural commodity futures in South Africa are price asymmetric or not.  This 


study is an attempt to fill this gap and contribute to a body of knowledge in this 


area. 
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1.3   Aim of the study 


 


The general objective of this study is to test for price asymmetry in South African 


futures markets for white and yellow maize, wheat and sunflower seed. 


Commodities are tested over daily and weekly prices, providing a common 


foundation to make comparisons between different commodities and frequencies 


of data.   


 


1.4   Objectives of the study 


 


The specific objectives of this study are therefore to: 


i. Evaluate whether past price increases have the same impact as past price 


decreases on current price changes. 


ii. Determine whether the speed of adjustment between past price increases 


and past price decreases is the same or not. 


 


1.5   Research hypotheses 


 


The hypotheses of this study are outlined as follows: 


i. Past price increases do not have the same impact as past price decreases 


on current price changes. 


ii. The speed of adjustment between past prices increases and past price 


decreases is not the same.  
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1.6   Chapter outline 


 


The remainder of this study proceeds as follows: Chapter two discusses the 


literature review of the study. Chapter three discusses commodity futures 


markets in general. Chapter four gives an overview of agricultural commodity 


sector in South Africa. The methodology of the study is outlined in chapter five. 


The empirical results of the study are presented in chapter six. Chapter seven 


summarises the results of the study and draws relevant conclusions.  
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CHAPTER 2 


 


LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


2.1      Asymmetry theory 


 


The concept of price asymmetry is not new as alluded to by Punyawadee et al. 


(1991), and Gravelines and Boyd (1999). For example, the Keynesian model 


assumes nominal wages are “sticky” downward due to labour contracts. The 


implication is that wages are easy to raise but difficult to lower as they behave 


asymmetrically.  In the case of commodity markets, according to Alban (1990): “A 


rising market is a mirror image of a declining market in the financial sectors.  But 


not so in commodities, which decline at a much greater rate than they rise.” 


 


The theory of futures markets assumes that changes in futures prices are based 


on revised expectations about factors determining future prices. Due to the 


competitiveness of most futures markets, prices in futures markets are assumed 


to follow a “random walk” (Sheldon, 1987; Hudson et al., 1987). The first 


difference is then simply a random series with no systematic differences between 


price increases and price decreases.  However, human behaviour is not always 


rational.  “Speculative bubbles” are example of irrational human behaviour.  


“Speculative bubbles” would occur when the market over or under reacts to new 


information (Smidt, 1968) and causes a price to increase contrary to rational 
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behavior (Kindleberger, 1989).  For example, individuals may realize that the 


price today is abnormally high, but still bid the price even higher because they do 


not want to miss out on potential capital gains from the price increase in the 


future.  The “bubble” will eventually burst and the price drops rapidly. 


 


Gravelines and Boyd (1999) argue that traders sometimes act psychologically as 


a group because, under certain circumstances, traders copy each other.  


Individuals can also become attached to their assets and increase their 


investment over time for psychological and emotional reasons.  Under these 


circumstances, they are reluctant to sell and sell only if they are able to receive a 


price higher than the price they are willing to pay.  This reluctance to sell may be 


due to factors such as the “endowment effect” as explained by Kahneman et al. 


(1990).  If prices of assets decrease sales will begin and this will cause more 


sales, exerting more pressure on prices to fall even further.  This downward 


pressure on prices and counter reaction to the attachment of assets and the 


endowment effect can result in large liquidity very quickly.     


 


2.2    Price asymmetry studies 


 


Gravelines and Boyd (1999) studied asymmetry in commodity futures markets 


and indicated asymmetry in at least one of the daily, weekly or monthly time 


horizon, showing that asymmetry appears to be fairly wide spread for the eight 


commodity futures prices examined. Gold and oil showed asymmetry for both 
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daily and weekly data, but not the monthly data. The bulk of the data showed that 


asymmetry is most likely to be found in weekly data and daily data.  


 


Bailey and Brorsen (1989) studied price asymmetry in spatial fed cattle markets 


and found that price increases in the Texas Panhandle had more immediate 


impact on other three markets than price decreases. That is, there was no 


significance in any of the equations in the transportation index indicating that 


changes in transportation costs were so small relative to changes in actual 


weekly supply and demand condition. Most of the impact of price changes in the 


Texas Panhandle was incorporated into price changes in the other markets within 


one week. Total impact of negative and positive price changes in the Texas 


Panhandle tend to have equal influence on the other markets. Since all markets 


responded similarly, the most likely explanation was asymmetric adjustment 


costs. Packers have been more aggressive in buying and contracting cattle when 


prices increase in anticipation of tighter cattle supplies. Sellers also sometimes 


held cattle off the market when prices were decreasing.  


 


Punyawadee et al. (1991) tested asymmetry pricing in the alberta pork market 


and found that the aggregate impact of price increases in Ontario is transmitted 


through to the Alberta market in the same manner as price decreases. This 


finding is consistent with a market that is spatially integrated, where arbitrage 


rules out the possibility that prices could continue to drift apart in the long run. 


Prior to the establishment of the centralized selling agency (first period), the 
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speed of adjustment for the study was more rapid for negative price changes. In 


other words, price decreases in Ontario in this period were more rapidly 


transmitted to the Alberta market than price increases. This confirmed the believe 


of some pork producers who claimed that prices tend to change more rapidly in 


response to a price decrease in a central market than to a price increase. 


However, there is no evidence that the net effect, indicated by the test of equal 


net adjustments, differed in all subsequent periods, it appeared that price 


adjustments in Alberta, in response to price changes in Toronto, were 


symmetrical. 


 


Boyd et al. (1988) tested asymmetry in the US pork-marketing channel and 


revealed that wholesale (packer) prices respond similarly to farm price decreases 


and increases and also found that, there is no significant difference between 


retailer’s response to wholesale price increases and their response to wholesale 


price decreases. The major adjustment of retail prices takes three to four weeks, 


but the total adjustment takes about six to seven weeks. Because the largest 


adjustment occurs in about the length of time it takes for pork to move from 


wholesalers to consumers, the results of the study were consistent with retailers 


using a cost plus pricing formula. Producer’s concerns that wholesale and retail 


prices are strictly downward were not supported by the study. 
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Ward (1982) tested asymmetry in retail, wholesale, and shipping point pricing for 


vegetables and revealed that wholesale prices tend to lead both retail and 


shipping point prices. Asymmetry in the retail to wholesale response indicated 


that wholesale prices decreases are reflected at the retail more so than are 


wholesale price increases. Wholesale price decreases are more fully passed 


through to the shipping point relative to wholesale increases. Wholesale price 


increases are not totally reflected at the retail whereas retail prices tend to adjust 


to lower wholesale prices.  


 


Perishability of agricultural products may be a major contributing factor for the 


asymmetry in product prices because once the product becomes perishable, the 


quantity supplied decreases and this causes the price to rise (if something is in 


scarcity, expect its price to be high). So the higher perishable the product is, 


expect its price to rise. Hahn (1990) studied price transmission asymmetry in 


pork and beef markets. The study revealed that retail and wholesale price 


increases have a larger immediate impact on farm prices than retail and 


wholesale price decreases. That is, farm, wholesale and retail prices for beef and 


pork showed significant evidence of asymmetric price interactions. All prices 


displayed greater sensitivity to price increasing shocks than to price decreasing 


shocks. The farm beef price, in particular, reacts faster to wholesale price 


increases than to wholesale price decreases. The significant asymmetric effect 


that the beef wholesale price has on the beef farm price implies that a markup 


process does not determine beef wholesale prices. Price transmission 
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asymmetry did not seem to be working against producers, at least not in the very 


short run. In general, according to the study, pork and beef prices showed 


evidence of asymmetric price interaction. Prices at all levels of the marketing 


channel were likely to react more strongly in the short run to price increasing 


shocks than the price decreasing shocks. This tendency is most pronounced and 


most significant in retail prices.   


 


Kennucan, et al. (1987) studied asymmetry in farm – retail price transmission for 


major dairy products and found that retail dairy product prices adjust more slowly 


to decreases in the farm price of milk than to increases. Elasticities of price 


transmission, evaluated at mean data points, illustrated the unequal retail 


response to changes in the farm price of milk. Increases in the farm price of milk 


were passed through to the retail level more fully than were farm price 


decreases. Farm-retail transmission process in the dairy sector was 


characterized by asymmetry as price transmission elasticities for rising farm 


prices were larger than corresponding elasticities associated with falling farm 


prices depending on the dairy product. The major impact on retail prices of a 


change in the farm prices of milk was felt sooner when farm prices were 


increasing than when farm prices were decreasing. The slower response of retail 


prices to downward movements in farm prices helps explain the commonly held 


belief that consumers do not benefit from decreases in farm prices. Still, however 


the decreases in the farm prices of milk are eventually passed along to 


consumer. 
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CHAPTER 3 


 


FUTURES MARKETS 


 


Some people have suggested that without the futures markets, prices would 


somehow be higher. Somehow or another speculators are always driving prices 


down. However, the fact remains that, with or without the futures markets, prices 


are going to be determined by the forces of supply and demand (Olson, 1997). 


This implies that nothing would change about today’s prices of wheat, sunflower, 


yellow maize or white maize if the futures markets were eliminated. Producers 


would, however, loose their only tool to lock in prices for these commodities 


before actually delivering them. Because of this, prices would most likely to be 


lower since marketing firms would want larger margins to compensate them for 


the risk of handling unpriced commodities.  


 


3.1   Who uses the futures markets and why?                                                             


 


Obviously for a futures contract to come into being, there must be a seller and a 


buyer. Basically, two groups are interested in futures trading (speculators and 


hedgers). Speculators enter in the futures market to establish a price for a 


commodity, which they neither currently own nor have committed for production. 


Thus they have no intention of delivering or accepting delivery of the product 
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traded. Speculators simply trade to make a profit from price level changes 


(McKissick and Turner, 1997).  


 


They may not even know what wheat or sunflower looks like, but they do know 


(or think they know) that its price is too low (or high) and by buying (or selling) 


futures contracts today they can later liquidate this contract at a profit. Simply, a 


hedger enters into a futures contract to protect himself against unpredictable 


future movements in commodity prices. In other words, hedgers use futures 


markets to reduce risks. The disadvantage of hedging is that the advantage of 


upward price movements is lost once the hedge has been entered into. Hedging 


is one of the reasons futures contracts are entered into. As was mentioned 


earlier, a hedger attempts to lock in a price now to prevent losses due to 


unexpected price changes in the future. So, the key to speculating is buying low 


and selling high or selling high and buying low.  


 


3.2   Relationship between speculators and hedgers  


 


The speculators may be professional traders, generally short-term traders, who 


buy and sell contracts and offset them in the same day or after a short period of 


time. Or speculators may be business people, farmers or housewives, operating 


in either the futures or cash markets in an attempt to make money by anticipating 


price changes and who are not using the futures market to forward price. 


Hedgers are producers, processors, handlers, dealers, or anyone who uses the 
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markets, either futures or cash markets, to forward price their sales or purchases. 


Going back to a previous statement, hedging is simply forward pricing. If you use 


the futures markets to forward price, you are a hedger (McKissick and Turner, 


1997). 


 


The hedger establishes a price for a commodity currently owned or committed for 


production, which will be delivered at some time in the future. So hedging is 


exactly the opposite of speculating in the market. When you, as a hedger, use the 


futures market, you take an offsetting position in the futures market from the one 


you have in the cash market. For instance, when you use the futures, you sell the 


appropriate number of contracts in the futures market to establish a price. You 


sell because this is the opposite of your buying position in the cash market 


(McKissick and Turner, 1997).  


 


In simple terms, hedging is a pre-selling in the futures market. Then, when the 


product is actually ready for delivery in the cash market, you buy the contracts in 


the futures market to offset or nullify the previous sale and deliver your product to 


your local market. Thus, any profits or losses you make in the futures market are 


offset by opposite profits or losses in the cash market. It's similar to a balancing 


scale i.e. when one goes up the other goes down. In terms of money, this puts 


you (the hedger) back at the price you originally wanted. 
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Speculators, on the other hand, have no product to deliver. If they sell a contract 


in the futures market, they will have to later buy a contract to offset this previous 


sale (in the same way the hedger does). But when speculators offset their 


contracts, they have no product to sell on the cash market to offset losses in the 


futures market. They profit only to the extent they are able to guess which 


direction the market is headed. To make a profit, speculators must be able to buy, 


or offset, at a price lower than the price at which they sold, or they must sell at a 


price higher than that for which they bought. So, hedging is a method of forward 


pricing that reduces risk. But speculating is a way of increasing risk because 


speculators take on the price risk associated with commodities, which they do not 


own. The reason futures markets exist is to transfer the risk of price changes 


from those who do not want it (hedgers) to those who want to speculate on these 


price changes (McKissick and Turner, 1997). 


 


In other words, most producers are speculators because they produce and store 


their products unpriced. They have the capital committed, the labour committed, 


and all their resources committed to the production of the crop or livestock, and 


they don't know what price they are going to get out of the product until the actual 


sale day. So they are sinking money and time into production and actually 


speculating on whether or not they are going to make a profit or loss. In this 


respect, the producer who produces unhedged is actually in the same position as 


the speculator in the futures market. The producer is gambling that the selling 


price will be higher than the buying price.  
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3.3   Pricing farm products through the futures market 


 


Producers can do one of two things when pricing their products: take what the 


market is offering when they are actually ready to deliver their products (Price 


takers), or lock in a price sometime before delivery. Forward pricing (pricing 


before delivery) is alternative producers should consider to lock in acceptable 


profits, make management decisions, or perhaps even to secure financing. In a 


farming age of extreme price volatility and large debt requirements, most farm 


managers need the security of one or more of the advantages offered by forward 


pricing (McKissick and Turner, 1997). 


 


3.4   Cash contracts versus futures markets 


 


Futures market and cash market normally operate on two different tiers. The 


futures market is generally the trading of a contract based on an underlying 


commodity while the cash market is the trading of that underlying commodity. 


Most producers would close out their positions on the futures market and use the 


profit made on the futures deal to set off the loss they would make on the cash 


market. Only 3 to 5 percent of futures contract actually result in delivery. 


 


It is important to remember that producers are not the only parties wanting to 


hedge on the futures market. A processor (e.g. miller) might need 5000 bags of 


maize in December. If the miller feels the price is going to increase by then, 
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would want to lock in the present price. It is also important to note that on the 


expiry date of a futures contract, the spot or current price will normally equal the 


futures price. 


 


For producers who want to forward price, two basic options exist: forward pricing 


through cash contracts and forward pricing directly through the futures market. 


Producers have commonly used cash contracts. A past survey found that only 


about five percent of all farmers use the futures markets directly. Why is this? Are 


cash contracts that much better than the futures market (Olson, 1997)? Probably 


not. The real reason most likely lies in a lack of knowledge. Producers do not 


actually know how futures markets work. So, government intervention is therefore 


necessary particularly in the form of improving the spread of market information 


(including information on futures markets and how does it work) to the producers, 


especially those in rural areas due to their lower levels of education.   


 


3.5   Relationship between cash contracts and futures markets 


 


The most important thing to keep in mind when discussing cash contracts and 


the futures market is that each time a contract is offered to a producer, someone 


up the marketing chain is making that contract available by using the futures 


market. Because of this fact, cash contracts at any point in time will usually be 


less in price than will a forward price in the futures market. By using a cash 


contract, someone else is being paid to forward price in the futures market. 
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Another advantage offered by using the futures market vs. cash contracts results 


from the added marketing flexibility offered through the futures market. You can 


offset your contract at any time. This means you do not have to deliver on the 


futures contract. With cash contracts you are locked into delivering the amount of 


product at the price specified.  


 


Further marketing flexibility is offered through the futures market because prices 


can be fixed without the commitment to deliver at a specific location. This lets 


producers “shop around” for even higher prices when they are ready to actually 


make delivery on the product. In effect, you separate “when you price” from 


“where you market.” The producer maintains ownership of the commodity but has 


it priced. This may be of particular importance to producers who have few 


contracts available or have reason to question the financial stability of the 


contractor. For grain producers as an example, further flexibility can be found for 


producers who have limited storage and multiple crops to store (Bullock, 1997). 


 


 A producer who grows both wheat and sunflower as an example, but has 


storage for only one crop, may wish to forward price both crops during the 


growing season. However, if the producer uses cash contracts he would be 


obligated to deliver. By using the futures market the producer can still forward 


price, but reserve the flexibility to store the crop with the greatest storage 


profitability. Finally the futures market may be the only forward pricing alternative 


available for many products. This is particularly true of livestock producers. Few 
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forward cash contracts are available for cattle and hogs. Producers who wish to 


forward price have no choice but to use the futures market (Bullock, 1997). 


 


Of course, all is not gold in the futures market. Some of the disadvantages 


include the necessity of putting up margin money (good faith money required in 


order to trade future contracts), the complexity of the market, and the knowledge 


required to trade contracts. Another disadvantage is the inability to lock in an 


exact price (the price relationship between futures and cash markets, called 


basis, will fluctuate within a small range making a precise determination of 


forward prices offered impossible). Also, many producers desire to price less 


than the minimum standard contracts called for in futures markets (Bullock, 


1997).  


 


3.6   How to make a contract 


 


It is important to establish how a contract comes into being. For example a maize 


farmer might be expecting a crop of 50 000 bags of maize and enters into a 


contract through a broker to deliver these amount at a certain period. The 


farmers realizes after a time that he will only be able to deliver 45 000 bags. The 


farmer can look elsewhere, buy 500 bags and deliver as agreed, or can buy back 


the contract on the market. The importance of speculation is highlighted here. It 


is likely that the original contract was purchased by a speculator who did not 


actually want the 5000 bags of maize (AgriReview, 1992).  
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The speculator would have bought the contract hoping to sell at a higher price 


before taking delivery of maize. At the right price, the maize farmer concerned 


could buy back the contract from the speculator, thereby holding the obligation to 


deliver and accept delivery of maize. The maize farmer would then have closed 


out his position for the 5000 bags of maize and the contract would not result in 


any delivery of maize (AgriReview, 1992).  


 


This is a simplified explanation of the mechanisms of a futures contract, but 


serves to highlight the fact that futures contract do not necessarily have any 


intrinsic value and the futures market does not create any wealth. The reason for 


these is that for every ‘long’ (buyers) future position there is always a ‘short’ 


(sellers) position. If the price of the futures contract rises (via supply and 


demand), the profit of the buyers will equal to the loss of sellers for every contract 


in existence i.e. there must always be a buyer and a seller to have a contract, 


even if the contract is traded many times over after its original establishment. 


 


3.7   Short and long position trading 


 


Let’s take a simple example of the two speculators (Speculator A and Speculator 


B). Speculator A might think that the price of December maize futures is going to 


decrease due to a forecast surplus of maize. Speculator A would then sell or go 


short on a futures contract to deliver 5000 bags of maize in the hope of buying 


back a contract before December at a lower price, thereby making a profit.  
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Speculator B on the other hand might have predicted that the price of December 


futures was going to increase. Speculator B would have purchased or going long 


on those December futures to receive 5000 bags of maize, planning to sell the 


contract at a higher price before December and take the profit. 


 


Obviously, the price would have moved against one of the two speculators and 


the speculator B would have made a loss, which would have balanced out the 


profit that the other made. Many thousand of this sort of contract would be taking 


place before the future expired and the fact that only in the region of 5 percent of 


all contracts actually result in delivery, stresses the importance that speculators 


play in the market in allowing producers or processors to hedge their 


commodities. 


 


Another feature of futures market is the margin requirement. The margin is a 


good faith deposit, which is determined by the futures authorities. The size of the 


margin requirement depends on the volatility of the market. Normally the more 


volatile the market becomes, the higher the margin. This feature allows a large 


value of commodity to be purchased with limited capital. If the trade is profitable, 


the original margin plus the profit is paid back to the investor.  
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CHAPTER 4 


 


AN OVERVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY SECTOR IN SOUTH 


AFRICA 


 


4.1   Maize sector 


 


South African maize industry was deregulated in 1997 and is now operating in a 


free market environment. Producers may sell to whom ever they wish and prices 


are determined by supply and demand. Regarding the international marketing of 


maize, phytosanitary requirement and quality standards must be adhered to. 


There is no government subsidy or any other form of direct financial aid to South 


African maize farmers. Maize is undoubtedly the country’s most important field 


crop and a staple food for the majority of the population. 


 


Maize in South Africa is produced in areas where the rainfall exceeds 350 mm 


per year. Production of this crop is dependent on an even distribution of rain 


throughout the growing season (Dry land condition). Medium and high potential 


soils are preferable for maize production. Dry land production mainly takes place 


in the Free State (34%), North West (32%), Mpumalanga (24%) and Kwazulu 


Natal (3%) provinces. In South Africa, maize is planted from October to 


December. Due to variation in rainfall pattern, temperature and duration of the 


growing season, planting time varies from the eastern to the western production 
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areas. Tillage practices vary from plough to no till depending on soil type and 


rainfall. A wide range of cultivars is available, adapted to the range of climatic 


and production conditions. The area planted per year in South Africa varies 


between 3.8 and 4.8 million ha, which represents approximately 25% of the 


country’s total arable land (National Department of Agriculture, 2003).  


 


Current maize prices of about R600/ton for white maize on SAFEX are the lowest 


in four years. Maize prices have dropped by more than 50% in the past year and 


were at R1024/ton as recently as November 2004. The present low prices are the 


result of a number of factors, including large carry-over stocks from the 2004 


crop, relatively low international prices, the Rand’s strength against the dollar and 


the better than expected rainfall, which has boosted the prospect of a maize crop 


in excess of 9 million tons (National Department of Agriculture, 2005).  


 


With current net maize prices of about R600/ton, most maize farmers will make 


losses if they harvest an average yield of 3.1 tons/ha this year. A yield of about 


twice the average yield is needed to reach profit levels, which, in turn can lower 


prices to export parity levels of about R380/ton.  Currently the export parity price 


of yellow maize is R384 per ton and that of white maize is R481 per ton, which is 


considerably lower than the domestic price. On the other hand, the current import 


parity price for white maize (delivered in Randfontein) is R1 302/ton and for 


yellow maize is R1203/ton (National Department of Agriculture, 2005).  The tariff 


on maize is 13%, while the WTO allows for a 50% tariff (Grain SA, 2005). 
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The prices at which maize sells on SAFEX acts as the benchmark for pricing in 


the rest of the market. White maize, used for human food, is regarded as a more 


important indicator than yellow maize, typically used in animal feed. It is 


estimated that eight times the quantity of maize produced in South Africa is 


traded on SAFEX annually, which relates to a considerable “paper trade” in 


maize by speculants. Producers also complain that the prices established on 


SAFEX are based on the price of maize that is delivered in Randfontein. This 


means that the prices that producers receive are often considerably less than the 


market prices because the cost of transporting maize to Randfontein must be 


deducted (National Department of Agriculture, 2005).  


 


In view of this price differential, only small quantities of maize are being imported 


into the coastal areas. Approximately 410 000 tons of white maize have been 


exported mainly to Kenya and Zimbabwe, while 80 000 tons of yellow maize have 


also been exported to those two countries. Imports of yellow maize mainly from 


Argentina amount to 161 000 tons (Sagis, 2004). Although grain SA sees higher 


imports duties as the main solution to the current situation, the duties would have 


little impact because South Africa is a net exporter of maize (National 


Department of Agriculture, 2005).  
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4.2  Wheat sector 


 


Wheat is the second largest crop in South Africa in terms of production and 


consumption levels. Prior to deregulation in 1997, marketing of wheat was 


regulated through a single channel marketing system administered by the Wheat 


Board. The Board was the sole buyer and seller of wheat at predetermined prices 


and also controlled imports and exports of wheat and wheat flour. Millers were 


obliged to take up all locally produced wheat for milling. The flour price was fixed 


by the Wheat Board up to 1991, with available wheat allocated to millers 


according to milling capabilities and the location of the wheat.  Up to 1997 wheat 


prices were fixed, imports and exports controlled while millers were obliged to 


take up all locally produced wheat. Since deregulation (post 1997) the only 


protection the industry enjoys is in the form of tariffs. The South African wheat 


industry is at present one of the freest in the world (Grain milling, 2004).  


 


The National Department of Agriculture (2002) estimated that wheat production in 


South Africa reached 2.3 million tons in the 2002 production season, but as a 


result of varying weather conditions during some times, wheat had to be 


imported. World production of wheat varied in 2002 and was estimated to be 


between 572 and 583 million tons and production in South Africa was just more 


than 2 million tons, which means that South Africa produces less than half a 


percent of the total world wheat supplies.  Hence South Africa is a price taker and 


cannot influence the world price.  
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The price of wheat on the domestic market is determined by several interactive 


factors such as international price of wheat, exchange rate, local production 


(influenced by weather conditions and hectares planted with wheat), local 


consumption of wheat and production levels in the SADC regions. South Africa is 


usually the main source of wheat for these countries in times of shortage. These 


factors usually determine whether the price will be closer to import parity (the 


price of imported wheat) or export parity (the price of exported wheat). In 2002 


the former was higher than the latter in South Africa. The fact that South Africa is 


in most seasons a net importer of wheat means prices are usually closer to 


import parity on the domestic market. In the international grain markets, South 


Africa is classified as a wheat importing country. 


 


Wheat is in most cases harvested in the Western Cape and the wheat quality is 


usually quite good. However, the crop in the Eastern Free State is in most cases 


affected by drought and heat stress, which causes damage, lowering 


expectations of a good crop. The occurrence of dry spell and high temperatures 


also affect other wheat producing areas in the northern parts of the country. The 


National Department of Agriculture (2002) indicates that local wheat consumption 


was very low in 2002. One of the reasons for the lower wheat consumption 


during that period was the high food price, which continued to be the headline 


news through the beginning of 2003. Wheat has the second largest annual 


consumption of 44 kg on average followed by potatoes and sugar with 


consumption rates of 31 kg/person/year. 
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Local wheat prices have also been on a downtrend since the last month of 2002. 


This is because of crop damage in the eastern Free State as a result of heat and 


drought stress. The current strengthening of the Rand against the US$ continued 


to push import parity down. This together with imports of lower quality wheat and 


declining international prices lead to a decrease in the local wheat price. Another 


interesting point is when one compares the price of white maize against the price 


of wheat for 2002. Wheat was much cheaper than white maize. This could result 


in an increase in the demand for wheat, as wheat can to some extent be a 


substitute for maize.      


 


This year wheat crop failed in the eastern Free State as well as in smaller areas 


in the Western Cape. The crop is currently estimated at 1.73 million tons 


compared to 1.54 million tons in 2003. With an annual consumption of about 2.7 


million tons, wheat imports in 2005 are likely to reach 1.1 million tons after 1.3 


million tons was imported in 2004. Poor wheat prices are also affecting the 


livelihood of farmers, especially in the Western Cape. With a SAFEX price of 


around R1300/ton minus the transport differential, farmers might realize about 


R800/ha (National Department of Agriculture, 2005).  


 


The estimated production cost in the Swartland, one of the areas most affected 


by the drought, were approximately R2380/ha. At current prices, farmers must 


produce at least 2.4 tons/ha, which is way above the regional average of 1.5 


tons/ha, just to break even. The immediate increase of import tariffs is the only 
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solution to the grain farmers’ problems. However, the current import tariff system 


firstly needs to be amended to take into account the fluctuating exchange rate 


and other variables, before it would benefit farmers. For example, in 2002 when 


the Rand was weak, the wheat price was above R2000/ton and presently with a 


strong Rand, the wheat price is about R1300/ton. Although protection is 


necessary for food security, an international study has shown that agricultural 


subsidies forced commodity prices down by 10%. South Africa currently has a 


2% tariff on wheat while the WTO allows for a 72% tariff (Grain SA, 2005).  


   


4.3   Sunflower sector 


 


South Africa is the world's 11th largest producer of sunflower seed. After maize 


and wheat, sunflower seed is the most important field crop in South Africa. 


Sunflower seed is produced in the Free State, North West and on the 


Mpumalanga highveld as well as in Limpopo. During the period of regulated 


marketing the Oilseeds Board controlled most aspects of the industry. Prices 


were determined by domestic demand and supply, as well as by export pool 


prices derived by the Oilseeds Board. Prices were fixed for a season and 


producers were faced with a single-channel marketing scheme. However, this 


situation changed with the introduction of the Marketing of Agricultural Products 


Act (No 47 of 1996 as amended), which led to the deregulation of the industry 


and the abolishment of the Marketing Board (National Department of Agriculture, 


2003). 
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Since deregulation, prices are determined under free market conditions and 


formally traded on the Agricultural Markets Division of the South African Futures 


Exchange (SAFEX). According to National Department of Agriculture (2003) the 


area planted with Sunflower varies from year to year, quite dramatically between 


400 000 and 850 000 hectares in South Africa. In the 98/99 season, the area 


planted increased dramatically by more than 62% to a record level of 828 000 


hectares. The area planted in 2003 season was plus or minus 17 percent higher, 


than the long-term average.  


 


The area planted in 2004 season increased by more than 23 percent, with 


largest growth in terms of hectares occurring in the Free State. The largest 


production increase occurred there (Free State) as well, with an increase of 


more than 115 000 tons (National Department of Agriculture, 2003). The 


current production forecast for sunflower seed is at 664 510 tons. The area 


planted with sunflower seed is 497 100 ha, while the expected yield is 1.34 


tons/ha (National Department of Agriculture, 2005). 


 


South Africa is a net importer of sunflower and soybean oil and, therefore, import 


tariffs have a direct effect on the level of local prices. A few years ago, the import 


tariffs on oils and cakes were revised and the new tariffs were determined. 


Sunflower and soybean oil are both imported at a fixed import duty of 10% of the 


free on board price (fob) of crude oil (National Department of Agriculture, 2003). 


One of the factors to consider when planting sunflower seed is that, a sharp 
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increase in plantings is going to influence the market price negatively and a sharp 


decrease is going to put upward potential into the price. The third and maybe the 


most important factor is demand. The stock situation frequently becomes under 


pressure and a further increase in demand is a reason for the price to increase. 


On the international market, the availability of this commodity is a problem and 


this often pushes price levels very high.  
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CHAPTER 5 


 


METHODOLOGY 


 


5.1   Price asymmetric model 


 


This study uses a dynamic price asymmetry model similar to that used by Bailey 


and Brorsen (1989) to test for price asymmetry in South African futures markets 


for agricultural commodities.  The study regress futures price changes (FC) as 


the dependent variable, against both positive (PFC) and negative (NFC) lagged 


price changes within the same series, which are independent variables. The 


model being estimated is as follows: 
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    (5.1) 


 


where ln(FCt) are the logarithmic futures price changes of the commodity in 


question at time t, ln(PFCt-i) are lagged positive logarithmic futures price changes 


observed i period prior to t, and ln(NFCt-i) are lagged negative logarithmic futures 


price changes observed i period prior to t.  α0 is the intercept, and βi and γi 


represent the individual coefficients of the ith lagged positive and negative 


changes of ln(FCt), respectively. The variable et is a random error term. The 


number of lags is represented by n.  The lag length is chosen for each equation 


separately by the Akaike Information criterion (AIC) method.  AIC is a guide to 
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the selection of the number of terms in an equation.  The procedure is to select a 


model with the largest penalized maximized log-likelihood function or the 


specification with the lowest value of AIC (Hossain, 2002). 


 


It is common in the statistical analysis of prices of financial securities, including 


futures contracts, to apply a logarithmic transformation to the data series 


(Fortenbury and Zapata, 1993).  Aulton et al. (1997) gives a number of reasons 


why it is desirable to use the logarithmic transformation of the future price series 


for analytical purposes: 


 


(a) a logarithmic transformation will often succeed in stabilizing the variance 


of the observed series; 


(b) futures prices are positive valued and a lognormal futures price process 


cannot have a negative realization for futures prices; 


(c) a typical futures price series is non-stationary and requires a logarithmic 


transformation if it is to conform closely with an integrated order one I(1) 


process; 


(d) by applying the logarithmic transformation to the two series we are more 


likely to find co-integration when it exists than by analyzing the 


untransformed data series. 
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Two common asymmetry hypotheses are tested. The first hypothesis tests 


whether the aggregate impact of past price increases and decreases on current 


price changes are the same (the sum of coefficients test):  
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The rejection of the null hypothesis (asymmetry) is reflected by a difference 


between the coefficients for price increases and decreases in equation (5.1).  


Coefficients can differ in two respects.  The first is when the positive and negative 


coefficients of the same lag period have different magnitudes but same sign.  The 


second way that asymmetry can be present is when the signs of the coefficients 


are different for price increases and decreases. The second hypothesis tests 


whether the speed of adjustment is the same for both price increases and 


decreases: 
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The speed of adjustment test involves a joint test for pairs of coefficients.  


Rejection of the null hypothesis will indicate that the rate of adjustment differs for 


positive and negative price changes.  It is then necessary to inspect coefficient 


values and individual t-statistics to describe the differences in the adjustment 


process. The asymmetry test is conducted using the standard likelihood ratio F-


test, which uses the sum of squared errors with and without imposing the 


restrictions being tested. 


 


5.2   Data Set 


 


The data sets used in this study consists of daily and weekly closing futures 


prices for four agricultural commodities traded at the South African Futures 


Exchange markets-white and yellow maize, wheat and sunflower seed.  The data 


is obtained directly from SAFEX.  Data ranges from 1996 (for white and yellow 


maize), 1997 (for wheat) and 1999 (for sunflower seed), with data continuing 


through 2003 for each commodity.  A nearby series is used for each commodity.  


The weekly data are constructed by choosing the Friday (or the last business 


day) of each week in the daily series. The natural logarithmic differences used in 


equation (5.1), for each commodity are rescaled by multiplying them by 100 in 


order to avoid computational error from small values. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 


EMPIRICAL RESULTS 


 


6.1 Descriptive analysis 


One possible statistic related to asymmetry is the mean size of percentage price 


changes. This is given by logarithmic price differences in Table 6.1.  


Table 6.1: Numbers and means of logarithmic price increases and decreases for various 


commodities futures markets across various time horizons  


 Increases Decreases No change  


Price Number Mean Number Mean Number t-statistic 


White maize       


Daily 


(n = 1986) 


755 1.5520 


(1.5226) 


748 -1.5295 


(1.5542) 


483 0.2866 


Weekly 


(n = 406) 


178 3.5797 


(3.4394) 


182 -3.3276 


(3.1405) 


46 


 


0.7267 


Yellow maize       


Daily 


(n = 1986) 


721 1.4410 


(1.3187) 


716 -1.3812 


(1.4380) 


549 0.8192 


Weekly 


(n = 406) 


182 3.2038 


(2.9212) 


173 -3.0840 


(2.6894) 


51 0.4009 


Wheat       


Daily 


(n = 1572) 


433 1.1689 


(3.1545) 


410 -1.0951 


(3.1804) 


729 0.3396 


Weekly 


(n = 321) 


134 2.0734 


(2.2305) 


110 -2.0063 


(2.2039) 


77 0.2348 


Sunflower seed       


Daily 


(n = 1023) 


393 1.2522 


(1.0394) 


366 -1.1386 


(1.0826) 


264 1.4863 


Weekly 


(n = 262) 


108 


 


2.6395 


(2.9832) 


83 -2.5261 


(2.5697) 


17 0.2766 


Notes: (1) Logarithmic differences in this table can be interpreted as the percentage change in price. 
 (2) Figures in the parenthesis are standard deviations. 
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 However, inspection of Table 6.1 generally shows no evidence of difference in 


the size between mean percentage positive and negative price changes.  A t-test 


is used to verify any statistical differences between the means for positive 


changes and negative changes.  Let 1X be the mean of positive price changes 


(price increases), and 2X  be the mean of negative price changes (price 


decreases). The hypothesis being tested is as follows: 


 


H0: 1X = 2X  (price symmetry)  


                                                                                                                         (6.1)                             


H1: 1X  ≠ 2X  (price asymmetry) 


 


The relevant t-statistic is calculated as follows (Hamilton, 1990):  
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where 
21 XX


SE



 is the standard error of a difference between the mean of positive 


price changes and mean of negative price changes. The standard error of a 


difference between the two means is estimated as follows: 
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where 1n  is the sample size of positive price changes (price increases), and 2n  is 


the sample size of negative price changes (price decreases), and PS  is the 


pooled standard deviation.  The pooled standard deviation ( PS ) is calculated as 


follows (Hamilton, 1990):  
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The results of the difference between means tests are also presented in Table 


6.1. All of the commodities fail to reject the null hypothesis of equal means. The 


implication of the results is that South African futures markets for white maize 


and yellow maize, wheat and sunflower seed may be price symmetric. Rigorous 
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statistical analyses are performed in the following sections to verify the validity of 


the results.   


 


6.2 Unit root tests 


 


Many commodity prices, at least when sampled at high frequencies, have a 


tendency to contain stochastic trends or unit roots (Ardeni, 1989; Baillie and 


Myers, 1991; Goodwin and Schroeder, 1991; Goodwin, 1992).  The augmented 


Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests are common methods for 


testing unit roots, and are used here. Dickey-Fuller is appropriate for a series 


generated by an autoregressive process of order one, AR(1). If, however, a 


series follows an AR(p) process where p>1, the error term in the standard DF 


test will be autocorrelated.  Autocorrelated errors will invalidate the use of the DF 


distribution, which is based on the assumption that the error term is white noise.   


 


The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test includes additional lagged difference 


terms to account for this problem (Dickey and Fuller, 1981; Gujarati, 1995; 


Townsend, 1998).  The logarithms of daily and weekly futures prices for each 


commodity were tested for a unit root using the augmented Dickey-Fuller test in 


the following model: 
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where )ln(FCt = first difference of logarithm of futures price; t = trend; δ, Ф, ρ, λi = 


coefficients and vt = an error term. 


 


H0: ρ = 0 (Non-stationary or unit root)      


                                                                                                                      (6.6) 


H1: ρ < 0 (Stationary or no unit root)                                                                  


 


To test the significance of the estimated ρ coefficients, the Dickey-Fuller unit root 


test computes the tau statistic ( ) for each estimated coefficient, in exactly the 


same way as a student`s t-statistic is calculated.  But the estimated   values do 


not follow the same distribution as student`s t.  The statistical significance of the 


estimated  values must be assessed by comparing them with critical values 


derived for the distribution tabulated in Dickey and Fuller (1981). If the 


estimated   value is less than the critical value in absolute terms, then the null 


hypothesis of the existence of unit root cannot be rejected. 


 


Phillips and Perron (1988) propose an alternative non-parametric method of 


controlling for autocorrelation in the error term when testing for a unit root.  The 
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PP method estimates the non-augmented DF test equation and modifies the t-


ratio of the coefficient so that serial correlation does not affect the asymptotic 


distribution of the test statistic (Eviews, 2002). The non – augmented DF test 


equation is the same as the augmented DF except that additional lagged 


differenced terms are excluded.  The PP test is based on the statistic: 
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       (6.7) 


 


where ρ = coefficient estimator, tρ = the t ratio of ρ, Se( ̂ ) = coefficient standard 


error, S = standard error of the test regression, N = sample size, 0 = error 


variance= (N-K)S2/N and 0f = an estimator of the residual spectrum at frequency 


0.  However, it has been documented in the literature that the Phillips-perron 


suffers from severe size distortions when there are negative moving-average 


errors (Phillips and Perron, 1988; DeJong, et al, 1992).   


 


To evaluate the robustness of the results this study uses both ADF and PP tests 


for testing a unit root.  The results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-


Perron tests for a unit root for the logarithmic futures price series for each 


commodity are presented in Table 6.2.1.   
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Table 6.2.1: ADF and PP unit root tests for logarithmic commodity futures prices 


 Daily statistics Weekly statistics 


Commodity τ statistic Zt statistic τ statistic Zt statistic 


White maize -1.88 -1.90 -2.37 -2.17 


Yellow maize -1.93 -1.98 -2.44 -2.19 


Wheat -1.84 -2.46 -2.11 -1.99 


Sunflower seed -1.33 -1.24 -1.34 -1.32 


Note: Critical values: τct = -3.41 and Zt = -3.41 at the 5% level of probability. 


 


If the two tests reinforce each other then we can have more confidence in the 


results. As expected all logarithmic futures price series have a unit root. The 


results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests for a unit root for the 


logarithmic first-differenced futures price series for each commodity are 


presented in Table 6.2.2. All commodities have significant statistics for the 


logarithm of first-differenced futures price series.  Given that all logarithmic 


futures price series are integrated of order one, I(1), it is then logical to impose 


differencing and test for price asymmetry in South African futures markets for 


agricultural commodities over daily and weekly prices. 
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Table 6.2.2: ADF and PP unit root tests for logarithmic first-differenced commodity futures prices 


 Daily statistics Weekly statistics 


Commodity τ statistic Zt statistic τ statistic Zt statistic 


White maize -18.56 -41.43 -6.97 -18.19 


Yellow maize -19.63 -39.52 -7.36 -19.47 


Wheat -21.59 -65.80 -7.05 -16.98 


Sunflower seed -12.83 -26.79 -5.32 -11.56 


Note: Critical values: τct = -3.41 and Zt = -3.41 at the 5% level of probability 


 


6.3 Price asymmetry tests 


 


Eight equations are estimated in total for the four commodities, using ordinary 


least squares.  For the eight equations estimated, lags average 3.75 days for the 


daily data and 1.50 weeks for the weekly data. The lag length is chosen for each 


equation separately by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) method.  


Autocorrelation is not a significant concern since first differences are being used. 


If the correlation  between the independent variables is perfect then the 


parameter estimates are indeterminate, and the standard errors of these 


estimates becomes infinitely large (Koutsoyiannis, 1977). Correlation matrix 


results are presented in Tables 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.  The results indicate no 


high correlation or multicollinearity problem in estimation.
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Table 6.3.1: Weekly correlation matrix for agricultural commodities 


White maize  Yellow maize 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 NFCt-1   


FCt 1 0.110 0.119 0.062 0.058 FCt 1 -0.023 0.076   


PFCt-1  1 0.199 0.285 0.009 PFCt-1  1 0.358   


PFCt-2   1 -0.028 0.286 NFCt-1   1   


NFCt-1    1 0.089       


NFCt-2     1       


 


Wheat  Sunflower seed 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 NFCt-1   Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 


FCt 1 0.043 0.043   FCt 1 0.107 -0.044 0.227 -0.052 


PFCt-1  1 0.211   PFCt-1  1 -0.139 0.271 0.112 


NFCt-1   1   PFCt-2   1 0.018 0.270 


      NFCt-1    1 0.267 


      NFCt-2     1 


 
Note: FCt = Dependent variable futures price changes, PFCt-i = Positive futures price change lagged i weeks, and  
          NFCt-i = Negative futures price change lagged i weeks 
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Table 6.3.2 Daily correlation matrix for yellow maize and sunflower seed 


White maize 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 PFCt-3 PFCt-4 PFCt-5 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 NFCt-3 NFCt-4 NFCt-5 


FCt 1 0.049 0.040 -0.029 0.026 0.059 0.066 -0.015 -0.020 0.006 0.022 


PFCt-1  1 0.170 0.102 0.080 0.121 0.234 -0.010 -0.077 -0.075 -0.040 


PFCt-2   1 0.170 0.103 0.080 -0.093 0.234 -0.011 -0.077 -0.075 


PFCt-3    1 0.171 0.103 -0.040 -0.093 0.234 -0.011 -0.078 


PFCt-4     1 0.171 -0.125 -0.040 -0.090 0.234 -0.009 


PFCt-5      1 -0.077 -0.125 -0.041 -0.090 0.234 


NFCt-1       1 0.113 0.053 0.043 0.050 


NFCt-2        1 0.114 0.053 0.043 


NFCt-3         1 0.115 0.050 


NFCt-4          1 0.115 


NFCt-5           1 


Wheat 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 PFCt-3 PFCt-4 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 NFCt-3 NFCt-4   


FCt 1 -0.552 0.009 -0.020 -0.010 0.015 0.015 0.002 0.006   


PFCt-1  1 0.016 0.015 0.000 0.031 0.004 -0.005 -0.003   


PFCt-2   1 0.016 0.015 -0.819 0.031 0.003 -0.005   


PFCt-3    1 0.016 -0.002 -0.819 0.031 0.003   


PFCt-4     1 -0.030 -0.002 -0.819 0.031   


NFCt-1      1 0.018 0.027 0.005   


NFCt-2       1 0.018 0.027   


NFCt-3        1 0.018   


NFCt-4         1   


 
Note: FCt = Dependent variable futures price changes, PFCt-i = Positive futures price change lagged i days, and  
          NFCt-i = Negative futures price change lagged i days 
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Table 6.3.3: Daily correlation matrix for Yellow maize and sunflower seed 


 
Sunflower 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 PFCt-3 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 NFCt-3 


FCt 1 0.165 0.054 0.063 0.127 0.050 0.073 


PFCt-1  1 0.262 0.131 0.260 0.016 -0.016 


PFCt-2   1 0.262 -0.006 0.260 0.016 


PFCt-3    1 -0.047 -0.006 0.260 


NFCt-1     1 0.192 0.099 


NFCt-2      1 0.192 


NFCt-3       1 


Yellow maize 


Price 
variables 


FCt PFCt-1 PFCt-2 PFCt-3 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 NFCt-3 


FCt 1 0.086 -0.025 -0.042 0.095 -0.018 -0.057 


PFCt-1  1 0.156 0.049 0.227 0.002 -0.080 


PFCt-2   1 0.157 -0.018 0.227 0.006 


PFCt-3    1 -0.085 -0.018 0.227 


NFCt-1     1 0.145 0.050 


NFCt-2      1 0.146 


NFCt-3       1 


 
Note: FCt = Dependent variable futures price changes, PFCt-i = Positive futures price change lagged i days, and  
          NFCt-i = Negative futures price change lagged i days 
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Price asymmetry is examined through the use of two common tests: The sum of 


coefficient test and the speed of adjustment test. The asymmetry tests are 


conducted using the standard likelihood F-test, which uses the sum of squared 


errors with and without imposing restrictions being tested. The unrestricted 


regression is given by equation (5.1). For illustration purposes, let us assume 


that the lag length is two. Then for sum of coefficient hypothesis, the restricted 


regression is conducted as follows:  


 


)ln(FCt 0  + 1β te)ln(NFCγ)ln(NFCγ)ln(PFCβ)ln(PFC 2t21t12t21t       (6.8) 


         


The null hypothesis is 


 


 1 +  2 =  1 +  2          (6.9) 


 


which can also be written as follows: 


 


 1 =  1 +  2 -  2        (6.10) 


 


Substituting equation (6.10) in equation (5.1) yield the following restricted 


regression: 
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)tFCln( = 0 + γ 1 )1tln(FC  + 2  )2-tln(NFC)1-tln(PFC  +  2  )1-tln(PFC - )2-tln(PFC + et              (6.11) 


            
 


For the speed of adjustment hypothesis, the restricted regression is constructed 


as follows:  


 


The null hypothesis is  


 


 i  =  i  (where i = 1 and 2)                                                                 (6.12) 


 


Substituting equation (6.12) in equation (5.1) yields the following restricted 


regression: 


 


)ln(FCt  = 0 +  1 te)ln(FCγ)ln(FC 2t21t         (6.13) 


 


The relevant F-statistic is calculated as follows (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991):  


 


F= 
 


 
 








KNe


Ree


/


/
2


1


2


1


2


2
        (6.14) 


 


where  2


2e = the sum of squared residuals from the restricted regression,  2


1e = 


the sum of squared residuals from the unrestricted regression, N = sample size, 


K = number of parameters in the unrestricted regression, R = number of 


restrictions. The calculated F–value is then compared with the theoretical F–
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value at a given level of significant with RV 1  and  kNV 2  degrees of 


freedom. If the observed F-value is greater than the theoretical F-value, then we 


reject the null hypothesis of price symmetry.  


 


6.3.1 Aggregate impact test 


 


The results of aggregate impact test for both daily and weekly prices are 


presented in Tables 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 respectively. The hypothesis that the total 


impact of past price increases is the same as past price decreases is accepted 


for all commodities but daily wheat.  The implication is that white and yellow 


maize, and sunflower seed futures markets are price symmetric while wheat 


futures market is price asymmetric. Another implication of the result is that past 


wheat prices do affect current wheat prices and contain information that could be 


used to forecast futures price changes. Hence, the weak–form efficient market 


hypothesis appears to be contradictory for wheat futures market in South Africa. 


   


6.3.2    Speed of adjustment test 


 


The results of the speed of adjustment test for both daily and weekly prices are 


further presented in Table 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 respectively. The hypothesis that the 


coefficient for each lag is the same for past price increase as for past price 


decrease is accepted for weekly prices for all commodities. The speed of 


adjustment null hypothesis is rejected for daily wheat and accepted for white and 
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yellow maize, and sunflower seed. The implication of the results is that daily 


wheat prices seem to respond faster to price decreases (one day) than to price 


increases (two days). 
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Table 6.3.4: Daily price asymmetry tests in South African futures markets for agricultural commodities  


  Independent variables
a, b 


   


Commodity Intercept PFCt-1 PFCt-2 PFCt-3 PFCt-4 PFCt-5 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 NFCt-3 NFCt-4 NFCt-5 Sum 


F-


value
c 


Identical 


F-value
d 


R
2
 


White 


Maize 


-0.028 


(-0.409) 


0.084 


(0.777) 


0.084
* 


(2.199) 


-0.077
* 


(-1.998) 


0.037 


(0.967) 


0.085
* 


(2.230) 


0.118
* 


(3.154) 


-0.051 


(-1.358) 


-0.006 


(-0.157) 


0.014 


(0.377) 


0.012 


(0.319) 


0.075 1.736 0.014 


Yellow 


Maize 


0.022 


(0.389) 


0.109
* 


(2.932) 


-0.041 


(-1.093) 


-0.038 


(-1.009) 


- - 0.126
* 


(3.487) 


-0.027 


(-0.742) 


-0.073
* 


(-2.033) 


- - 0.005 0.151 0.018 


Wheat 0.300
* 


(5.371) 


-0.793
* 


(-26.521) 


0.193
* 


(3.646) 


-0.017 


(-0.313) 


-0.050 


(-0.953) 


- 0.209
* 


(3.860) 


0.001 


(0.020) 


-0.050 


(-0.913) 


0.009 


(0.282) 


- 146.9
* 


81.621
* 


0.313 


Sunflower 


Seed 


0.047 


(0.724) 


0.215
* 


(4.131) 


0.004 


(0.078) 


0.053 


(1.010) 


- - 0.136
* 


(2.530 


0.034 


(0.625) 


0.088 


(1.652) 


- - -0.117 0.302 0.041 


a
t-values are in parenthesis. 


b
PFCt-i = positive futures price changes lagged i days and NFCt-i = negative futures price changes lagged i days. 


c
F-test of 






n


1i


i


n


1i


i0 :H   


d
F-test of i i0 :H  


Note: Asterisk denotes significant at the 5% level of probability. 
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Table 6.3.5: Weekly price asymmetry tests in South African futures markets for agricultural commodities 


 Independent variables
a, b 


 


Commodity Intercept PFCt-1 PFCt-2 NFCt-1 NFCt-2 Sum 


F-value
c 


Identical 


F-value
d 


R
2 


White 


Maize 


-0.159 


(-0.465) 


0.119 


(1.432) 


0.151 


(1.831) 


0.076 


(0.875) 


0.041 


(0.489) 


0.844 0.605 0.025 


Yellow 


Maize 


0.461 


(1.681) 


-0.087 


(-1.078) 


- 0.164 


(1.815) 


- 2.972 2.972 0.090 


Wheat 0.171 


(0.939) 


0.054 


(0.628) 


- 0.057 


(0.608) 


- -0.003 -0.003 0.003 


Sunflower 


Seed 


0.535 


(1.430) 


0.082 


(0.795) 


-0.035 


(-0.341) 


0.435
* 


(3.317) 


-0.209 


(-1.588) 


0.570 1.930 0.068 


a
t-values are in parenthesis. 


b
PFCt-i = positive futures price changes lagged i weeks and NFCt-i = negative futures price changes lagged i weeks. 


c
F-test of 






n


1i


i


n


1i


i0 :H   


d
F-test of i i0 :H  


Note: Asterisk denotes significant at the 5% level of probability. 
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CHAPTER 7 


 


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


 


7.1   Summary of the study 


 


Futures market is a market in which futures contracts on underlying commodities 


are traded for hedging and speculative purposes. The deregulation of agricultural 


markets in South Africa led to the establishment of a futures market for 


agricultural products, which was opened in January 1995.  The new Marketing of 


Agricultural Products Act (Act No. 47 of 1996) in South Africa has created an 


environment in which farmers, traders and processors are able to react positively 


to transparent prices which are market related (SAFEX, 2004). Agricultural 


futures markets serve several important functions, such as risk management, 


price discovery, and forward pricing (Sheldon, 1987). Futures’ trading is one 


mechanism for managing the effects of price instability resulting from the 


production, marketing and purchase of a given commodity. 


 


Economists around the world have studied vertical and spatial price 


relationships, and the behaviour of price changes in futures markets using 


asymmetry tests.  Price asymmetry results in futures markets have a number of 


important implications as outlined by Gravelines and Boyd (1999). Firstly, 


traditional models in time series may be slightly biased when forecasting future 
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prices, because they assume price symmetry.  Secondly, asymmetry results may 


imply that the weak-form efficient markets hypothesis appears to be 


contradictory, thus indicating that past prices do affect current prices and do 


contain information. Lastly, if persistent asymmetry is found in futures markets, 


market regulators and policy makers may wish to use asymmetric information to 


improve the functioning and stability of futures markets through improved price 


limit and margin policies. Implementing policies accounting for asymmetric 


behaviour may help avoid market crashes and sudden unexpected price 


adjustments adversely affecting market participants. 


 


To our knowledge, there is no published work on the asymmetric behaviour of 


price changes in futures markets for agricultural commodities in South Africa.  


This study is an attempt to fill this gap and contribute to a body of knowledge in 


this area.  The study tested for price asymmetry in South African futures markets 


for white and yellow maize, wheat and sunflower seed. Commodities were tested 


over daily and weekly prices, providing a common foundation to make 


comparisons between different commodities and frequencies of data. Price 


asymmetry was examined through the use of two common tests: the sum of 


coefficients test and the speed of adjustment test. The asymmetry tests were 


conducted using the standard likelihood ratio F-test, which uses the sum of 


squared errors with and without imposing restrictions being tested.   
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Out of the four commodity futures markets studied over varying data frequencies, 


only daily wheat rejected both aggregate impact test and speed of adjustment 


test hypotheses.  Daily wheat prices seem to respond faster to price decreases 


than to price increases.  The implication of the results is that past wheat prices 


do affect current wheat prices and contain information that could be used to 


forecast futures price changes.  Hence, the weak-form efficient market 


hypothesis appears to be contradictory for wheat futures market in South Africa. 


Another important implication of the results is that implementing policies 


accounting for asymmetric behaviour through price limit and margin policies will 


improve the functioning and stability of wheat futures market in South Africa.   


 


7.2.   Limitations and suggestions for future research 


 


Price asymmetry studies are usually conducted over daily, weekly and monthly 


prices, providing a common foundation to make comparisons between different 


data frequencies. Due to the fact that the agricultural marketing division at 


SAFEX began trading futures in mid-1996, there were no sufficient data to 


conduct price asymmetry tests over monthly prices in this study, but only over 


daily and weekly data frequencies. Soybean futures market was also left out of 


the analysis since SAFEX started trading soybean futures only in 2002. 


 


Past studies tested the efficiency of South African futures market for white maize.  


Hence, research opportunities also exist for testing the efficiency of yellow maize, 
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wheat, sunflower seed and soybean as well as price asymmetry for Soybean 


traded on SAFEX.  
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